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Brookhurst's
Performance at
World Scholar's
Competition 2019
BY BIS ADMINISTRATION
The World Scholar’s Cup (WSC) is one of the
world’s greatest festival of learning, a premier
international academic event that brings
together over 5000 scholars drawn from primary
and secondary schools from five continents
annually. WSC builds student capacity in
different subject areas, and teaches how to
relate these areas to each other, and to current
world around them.
This year’s competition was the biggest regional
round in Africa. It was hosted at Light
International School, Nairobi. All scholars were
given ‘Subject area’ or topics which they needed
to go through and study over a limited period of
time. The challenge was organized in four
categories; Collaborative writing, Scholar’s bowl,
Scholar’s challenge and Team debate.
Instead of training students to memorize facts,
WSC trains and encourages students to focus
and apply their knowledge to simple every – day
situation of the world around them.

Brookhurst's team of students put in an
amazing performance winning 142 medals in
total. The medal haul means our students
qualified for the next round called the global
round.
Brookhurst students had a great experience,
made new friends and learnt from other
people, and even though they had to study
and research through vast information, they
enjoyed doing it!
Qualifiers from the Nairobi Round were invited
to the Global Round that will be held at the
China National Convention Center in Beijing –
China form June 21 to June 26 and later the
tournament of champions at Yale University in
the USA.

The Students' Take
WRITTEN BY
SHANE WANGWE
This year’s world scholar’s cup competition was held at
Light International School, Nairobi from February 12 to
February 13. The competition brought together students
from different schools across Africa.
As students we got an excellent opportunity to
showcase our skills in debating, collaborative writing,
scholar’s challenge which involved multiple choice
questions and scholars’ bowl where we worked as a
team to solve questions and multimedia challenges.
Despite facing stiff competition from other scholar’s, it
was an exhilarating experience when my name was
among the winning teams. I felt so excited to learn that
I have qualified for The Global round which will be held
at China National Convention Center in Beijing-China
from June 21 to June 26 and hopefully for the
tournament of champions to be held at Yale University
in USA.
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WRITTEN BY HILDA WAMBUI
When our teacher Mr. Wycliffe informed
us about the world scholars’ cup, I was so
excited and eager to take part. I knew it
was going to be a challenging experience
taking part in the competition and
preparing for our mid-term examinations.
Preparation involved extensive reading,
researching and practicing. We
collaborated as team mates to achieve
this. Our teacher, was very resourceful to
us and his encouraging words gave us
confidence to work extra hard for the
competition.
During the competition, I felt tense with
excitement to compete against other
scholars from different schools in the
region. I learned to adapt once I realized
that the rest were also in the same
situation as we. The award ceremony was
terrifying because I didn’t know if our
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team was going to qualify as the whole
categories were so competitive.
When my name emerged among the
qualifiers for the global round, I jumped
up with lots of excitement all over. I felt
some internal sense of celebration to be
sure that I will be among the scholars
proceeding to Beijing, China in June for
the Global round that will bring together
over 5000 scholars all over the world.

BIS TEAMWORLD SCHOLARS COMPETITION

WORL D S CHOLAR S COMPETITION PI C T U R E
GALL E R Y
A TAKE ON EVENTS FROM A BIS PERSPECTIVE

ACADEMIC ORGANIZERS:
Teams are briefed on the day's
events and encouraged to do
their best.

EYE ON THE PRIZE
The medals and trophies to be won on display

100% GOALS
Getting ready for the
next competitive
session with a photo

WINNING TEAM
A photo of BIS' 18 winners

SIMEU NGUEDIA JNR AWARDED
PEARSONS' OUTSTANDING LEARNERS
AWARD 2019
WRITTEN BY BIS ADMINISTRATION
Brookhurst International School's Simeu Nguedia
David Junior was awarded the Pearson's
Outstanding Learners Award for attaining the
highest mark in the world in IGCSE French. The
award ceremony was held on 23rd Of March 2019
at the Intercontinental Hotel Nairobi. The highly
coveted award recognizes the best students
globally in IGCSE exams on a subject by subject
basis. Simeu was taken a back upon learning of
his achievement in February. "In my wildest
dream I couldn't believe I'd achieve this award. I
just tried my best under the advise of my
teachers and parents. I really appreciate their
help as they guided my academic efforts before
and as well during the exam period."

Principal's Thoughts:
As a school we are immensely proud of Simeu.
He illustrates the fruits of hard-work and
commitment and buttresses the point of
Brookhurst's educators and administrators when
they say 'We are dedicated to excellence'. He
attained global recognition for himself and
Brookhurst International School. We will
continue to invest in the academic excellence of
our students and in the future success of more
and more students like Simeu. We are
committed to this year's driving theme 'Learning
today, leading tomorrow'.

I JUST TRIED MY BEST UNDER
THE ADVISE OF MY TEACHERS
AND PARENTS. I REALLY
APPRECIATE THEIR HELP AS
THEY GUIDED MY ACADEMIC
EFFORTS SIMEU NGUEDIA DAVID JNR

BIS YOUNG PILOTS CLUB:
The young pilots taking a light meal at a
restaurant adjacent to Wilson Airport
before going for further training and
engagements.

WHERE WE'VE BEEN (JAN-APR
2019)

VISIT TO COCA COLA BOTTLING

BIS AT MANGU GIRLS HIGH

VISIT TO PLANTECH-NAIVASHA

FLIGHT TRAINING IN PROGRESS

BIS AT TANIA CHILDRENS HOME

LECTURE AT THE NSE HQ
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